
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
 
 

MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Harness Racing Waikato Inc at Cambridge Raceway Date: Thursday, 17 April 2014 

Weather: Overcast 
Track: Fast 
Rail: Not applicable 

Stewards: S Wallis (Chairman), B Jones and B Van Kan 

Typist: C Shaw 

 
 

General: 

Selected horses on tonight’s programme had blood samples taken for TCO2 analysis. 
 

 
 

Supplementary: 
 
Nothing to report 
 

 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: HUGH HEFNER, BANANA SMOOTHIE, MULLINGAR MAC, THIS SKY ROX, SURVIVOR HERO, LYN'S 
DELIGHT, MISTA MARA, RED SKYWALKER. 
 

Protests:               Nil 
 

Suspensions:               Nil 
 

Fines: Race     1 P Scaife (JONNY WILKINSON) 
[Rule 865(2)] Presented  with Removable Deafeners. Fined $100.00. 
 

      T Vince (HARRY THE MAORI) 
[Rule 864(2)(d)] Failed to affix gear as to not malfunction Fined $100.00. 
 

      2 G Small (BETTOR PACK A PISTOL) 
[Rule 865(2)] Presented  without blinds - not notified. Fined $100.00. 
 

      5 S Cornwall (ANZAC) 
[Rule 865(2)] Presented  with blinds on which were not notified Fined $100.00. 
 

Warnings:  
 

     Nil 

Bleeders:               Nil 
 

Claimed Horses Race  1 Nil 
 

  4 MULLINGAR MAC  
 

  8 Nil 
 

Horse Actions: Race     3 MADISONZ LUCK - Cleared from unruly stands. 
 



      4 MULLINGAR MAC - Warned Mobiles 
 

     6 PACIFIC RAPTURE - Warned Racing Manners 
 

      7 GONE N BORT IT - Warned Performance 
 

       THOMAS MCBRIDE - Warned Mobiles 
 

      8 BEAMING JAY - Cleared from unruly stands 
 

      9 NOODLES - Veterinary Clearance Required 
 

      10 ZOLTINA - Veterinary Clearance Received 
 

   SOMEBEACH N CLOVELLY - Warned Racing Manners 
 

Medical Certificates:               Nil 
 

Driver Changes:               Nil 
 

Late Scratchings: Race     9 NOODLES - Veterinary Advice 
 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 18/04/2014 until 21/04/2014 inclusive (4 days): 
 

BETTOR SPIRITS, REVENUE MAKER, LIVE LIFE BETTA, CELERIS  

  

Ineligible from 18/04/2014 until 27/04/2014 inclusive (10 days): 
 

TIGER TAMER 

  

Exceptional Circumstances: 
 

KILARNEY GUY 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 NOVOTEL TAINUI ACCOMMODATION PACKAGES AMATEUR DRIVERS MOBILE 

KOTARE KANO raced greenly throughout the early stages. 
RUSSIAN ALSU ran outwards when approaching the 500 metres when amateur horseman P Clabby activated this mare's 
removable gear. 
Authorisation of fourth placing being awarded to HARRY THE MAORI was withheld until stewards were satisfied that it had 
allowed sufficient room in the passing lane for RIVERBOAT SUE. 
The removable gear on HARRY THE MAORI failed to activate due to being applied incorrectly. 
 

Race 2 HARNESS JEWELS FASHION EVENT FILLIES MOBILE PACE 

DEMOCRAT PARTY paced roughly through the early stages and then was inclined to hang inwards passing the 50 metres. 
BETTOR PACK A PISTOL was held up for clear running room over the concluding stages. 
 

Race 3 WAIPA NETWORKS SOCIAL CLUB HANDICAP TROT 

SUNSHIELD hung inwards when negotiating the first bend and continued to lay inwards when racing around the bends. 
MADISONZ LUCK raced wide to the outside of THANKS CHARLIE when approaching the 1600 metres. 
SUNSHIELD was improved from the trailing position rounding the final turn onto the back of MADISONZ LUCK before 
hanging inwards and trotting roughly throughout the run home. Horsewoman L Neal was questioned as to the reason she 



elected to improve outwards from the favourable trailing position with 400metres to run. Mrs Neal advised that she was of 
the opinion at the time of improving outwards onto the favourites back was the best option to gain her best possible placing. 
Mrs Neal further added once she realised that horses were improving up the passing lane she felt she may have erred in her 
judgement to vacate the trailing position. Stewards accepted her explanation and no further action was deemed necessary. 
Authorisation of fourth placing being awarded to THANKS CHARLIE (S Dickson) was withheld after horseman S McCaffrey 
(MADISONZ LUCK) intimated he had been forced wider on the track by THANKS CHARLIE approaching the 1600 metres. After 
hearing from drivers Dickson and McCaffrey and after viewing available films Stewards established that THANKS CHARLIE 
had commenced its outward movement prior to MADISONZ LUCK being in line with its sulky wheel and therefore had not 
breached the push out rule and placings were duly authorised. 
 

Race 4 CAMBRIDGE TAB MOBILE PACE 

MULLINGAR MAC had a warning placed on its mobile barrier manners after this gelding broke in the score up and refused to 
settle resulting in it being out of position at dispatch. 
EYRE HOSTESS paced roughly through the early stages 

GOLDEN DELIGHT was inclined to hang inwards shortly after turning for home. 
SHARDON'S PEARL was held up for clear racing room through the early stages of the run home. 
 

Race 5 BRECKON FARMS JUVENILE MOBILE TROT 

GEORGIES SMILE, ALTA RENEE and THE DRIVING GOD all broke through the early stages with THE DRIVING GOD breaking 
again with 700 metres to run. 
ANZAC trotted roughly in the score up was out of position at the start. This gelding then broke when negotiating the first 
bend. 
PRIMZ LUCK trotted roughly momentarily when rounding the final bend. 
 

Race 6 SKYCITY HAMILTON MOBILE PACE 

SURVIVOR HERO and NAENAE TABMAN raced greenly through the early stages with NAENAE TABMAN hanging inwards 
when negotiating the first bend. 
PACIFIC RAPTURE paced roughly passing the 700 metres before breaking approaching the 500 metres resulting in an 
inconvenience to VIEWFIELD APACHE.  A warning was placed on PACIFIC RAPTURE's racing record. 
The sulky tyre deflated approaching the 400 metres on MISS LARA and as a consequence horseman D Branch retired the 
horse from this event. 
KLEEN N SHINE was held up for clear racing room in the run home. 
 

Race 7 MORRINSVILLE PROBUS SOCIAL CLUB MOBILE PACE 

THOMAS MCBRIDE broke in the score up inconveniencing MISS FIREFLY. However this filly was able to take her rightful 
position at dispatch. 
THOMAS MCBRIDE got within a length of its rightful starting position before breaking as the start was effected extinguishing 
its chances in the event. A warning was placed on this colt's mobile barrier manners. Co-trainer L Neal advised it was her 
intention to have this colt gelded in the coming days. 
ACE OF DELIGHT and BETTY BOOP BROGDEN over raced through the middle stages. 
After improving to race in the parked position with 1000 metres to run GONE N BORT IT proceeded to give ground from the 
700 metres. A warning was placed on this gelding's racing performance. 
BETTY BOOP BROGDEN proceeded to give ground from the 500 metres with Co-trainer S Reid advising he believed that the 
horses tendency to over race in the middle stages and the fact that it had been caught wide down the back straight affected 
the filly's ability to finish the race in a competitive fashion. 
Authorisation of second place being awarded to RAFFAELLO was withheld until stewards were satisfied this runner had not 
gained an advantage when striking a pylons when utilising the passing lane over the concluding stages. 
Authorisation of placings were further withheld until such time that stewards determined that MISS FIREFLY had not been 
denied a fair start. After speaking with driver A Poutama, Starter C Courtney and viewing all available films it was established 
that MISS FIREFLY, while being inconvenienced by THOMAS MCBRIDE, had been in its rightful position as the start was 
effected and had been afforded a fair start and placings were duly authorised. 
 

Race 8 ZONE BAR AT SKYCITY HANDICAP PACE 

MONETS DAUGHTER and CARLOS both broke as the start was effected. 



After 100 metres STEEL THE LIGHT broke. 
GOLD ELITE was held up for clear racing room during the entirity of the run home. 
 

Race 9 FAIRVIEW MOTORS HANDICAP TROT 

ZIMPLE tangled briefly as the start was effected. This mare then broke momentarily approaching the 1600 metres and paced 
roughly towards the 950 metres. 
MONTANA EASY was slow to find its rhythm through the early stages. 
NO ORDINARY SUN broke approaching the 1300 metres failing to settle and losing its chance. 
NO GO SLOW BRITON broke passing the 600 metres. 
 

Race 10 HARNESS JEWELS MAY 31ST HOSPITALITY PACKAGES MOBILE PACE 

SWEET LUCY BROWN was slow from the ace draw. 
When negotiating the first bend SHARDON'S SHERALEE raced greenly resulting in THE ART MASTER contacting this runner's 
outside wheel. 
Approaching the 300 metres SOMEBEACH N CLOVELLY propped and galloped resulting in checks to LITE GLEAM,  SWEET 
LUCY BROWN,  SOUVENIR GLORY,  GOD'S DELIGHT and ART ANGEL.  A warning was placed on the racing record of 
SOMEBEACH N CLOVELLY. 
Just prior to the finishing line SHARDON'S SHERALEE shifted outwards causing the hind leg of LAY DOWN MIZERE to hit the 
outside wheel. 
SWEET LUCY BROWN was held up for clear racing room over the concluding stages. 
 

 


